
 
 

Hello again!       

This week we will be working on writing and solving equations using a 

variable. I will be including pages from the text, as well as Netmath 

activities. Take your time, space the lessons out, and just try your 

best!  

To start, we need to be reminded the difference between an equation 

and expression. 

 An equation is defined as a complete math sentence. Ex: 3+6=9 

An expression is defined as an incomplete math sentence. Ex: 4+2 

The math games you have been offered the last two weeks encouraged 

solving equations that looked something like this: 

 +  3  =  5 

Where you solved for the missing variable. We have been doing 

problems like these since we were small.       These math sentences are 

called “algebraic equations”, but now, instead of using a box to 

represent an unknown value we will use a letter. 

For example,     +  3  =  5 will become  n + 3 = 5  where we will solve 

for the missing variable, n (the missing number). 

To start, we will look at writing algebraic equations to solve. Read 

through the next two pages from the text that give examples of these 

types of exercises. The third page gives some questions to try. Keep in 

mind, you do not need to do all questions. (Look for circled questions). 



 
 

 



 
  



 
 

 



 
 

Following this, we will continue with Solving Algebraic Equations using 

Addition and Subtraction. 

When solving equations, we have a couple of ways we can solve at our 

level: 

a. Trial and Error (also called Guess and Test) 

b. Inspection 

Read through the following examples that explain each of these 

approaches. The questions from the text are provided again. 

(Remember, you don’t have to do every question.) 



 
  



 
 

 



 
 

For some online practice, visit your Netmath site, www.netmath.ca 

There will be some activities waiting there for you to try: 

a. Identifying equivalent expressions 

b. Solving addition and subtraction problems 

c. Solving simple equations using pan balances (this one is 

interactive) 

d. Solving an equation with one unknown 

I won’t assign any specific games this week, but as always, do 

encourage you to continue practicing your facts. If you like, you can use 

some of the games offered last week to practice at  

www.timestables.com and the Far Out Functions game on 

www.mathplayground.com for solving algebraically, now that you have a 

little more knowledge of algebraic solutions.       

Have a fantastic week Grade 5! 

http://www.netmath.ca/
http://www.timestables.com/
http://www.mathplayground.com/

